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During a Jan. 23 interview with Cuban news agency PRENSA LATINA in Mexico City, Brazilian
Foreign Minister Roberto Costa de Abreu Sodre said the only acceptable strategy to his government
for resolving the foreign debt problem is one which combines economic growth and social justice.
The minister was interviewed during a break in ministerial-level meetings coordinated by the UN
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA).
De Abreu Sodre declared that while high growth rates are necessary for Latin America, growth
should not be merely quantitative, i.e., development must reach the underprivileged as well as
contributing to the region's equal participation in world markets. He asserted that "history will
not forgive us if we make serious mistakes at this time." The current crisis, he said, is destructive
but also provides us with an opportunity to recognize our problems and search for innovative
alternatives. In this regard, de Abreu Sodre emphasized Latin America and other Third World
nations are confronting attempts to establish a "new international division of labor based on control
of information and the high-technology industies of a few countries."
If this division of labor materializes, he said, new forms of dependence even more pernicious
than those against which we have been fighting will emerge. "We shall not agree to be passive
spectators of this phenomenon that would divide the world into one of post-industrial societies,
nerve systems which would rule the planet, and another of backward and passive societies." The
Brazilian minister stated that in order to face this challenge, Latin American governments cannot
permit the pressure of temporary problems to divert them from long-term perspectives. "We must
re-think our industrial development strategies and implement national policies...which promote the
creation and expansion of information and communications technologies. These are the keys to the
new industrial revolution." In reference to world trade, de Abreu Sodre mentioned a new form of
protectionism which he called "geriatric."
This type of protectionism, he said, erects barriers around obsolete and non-competitive industries
in developed nations such as textiles and steel. Thus, nations which have struggled to become
efficient and competitive in these industries are prevented from occupying a place in the world
market. De Abreu Sodre said he does not understand the logic behind statements by some
industrialized nation governments which call on debtor nations to refrain from policies which
restrict imports. "We are told that trade is a two-way street: if one wants to boost exports, imports
must also increase...It is paradoxical that such statements ignore the fact that financial flows are oneway. We are massive capital exporters." On the foreign debt, the minister said a political solution is
the only viable one. Moreover, the debt "cannot be paid at the cost of recession, unemployment and
hunger." hunger.
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